Future products

Lexmark goes beyond
Coming soon: Lexmark’s best-ever 12x18-in. color printers and MFPs

The Lexmark CS920 and CX920 series go beyond . . .

Professional color and exceptional versatility

Beyond standard page sizes, beyond typical print and

There’s so much that makes the CS920 and CX920 series worth

scanning speeds, beyond limited media handling, beyond

waiting for:

ordinary service intervals. . . Beyond everything you expect in

}} Ease of use: The bright, next-generation 10-inch touch

color printing and scanning.

screen with Lexmark’s own e-Task interface creates an
icon- and text-driven experience that’s always intuitive to

Lexmark services, solutions and supplies have always made us

navigate and can walk you through each step in a process.

the imaging experts who “go beyond”—a trusted partner who
can support your most ambitious goals to print, secure and

}} Performance: CS series outputs up to 55 ppm, while CX
series can reach 65 ppm and scan up to 160 spm (Lexmark’s

manage even the most critical information.

fastest scanner ever).*

We’re about to extend that heritage with color printing that
goes beyond typical page sizes, monthly duty cycles that

}} Volume: Meet demanding output requirements for both

support high-demand environments, scan speeds that drive

standard and 12x18-in. print jobs with maximum monthly

the fastest capture of any Lexmark ever, and printing at up to

duty cycles ranging from 150,000 to 275,000 pages,

65 ppm with a full range of finishing options that guarantee

depending on model.†

output flexibility.

}} Paper capacity: Maximum 6650-sheet input capacity

These two upcoming Lexmark product series will also “go

handles the largest workloads, while output scales to a

beyond” with input and output capacity that can keep up with

massive 3500.

punishing workloads, professional-quality color that projects

}} Toner capacity: Replacement cartridges print up to 34,000

and protects your carefully crafted image, and service intervals
that guarantee maximum uptime. Interested?

mono pages, up to 34,000 color.‡
}} Long-life service intervals: Fusers and developer units

If you’re raising your hand right now—or wildly waving both

go up to 720,000 and 600,000 pages, respectively, for

arms—you’re exactly who we had in mind when creating

maximum uptime.§

Lexmark’s ground-breaking CS920 and CX920 series.
Hang on…they’re all coming soon.

*Print and copy speeds measured in accordance with ISO/IEC 24734 and ISO/IEC
24735 respectively (ESAT). For more information see: www.lexmark.com/ISOspeeds.
Maximum Monthly Duty Cycle” is defined as the maximum number of pages a
device could deliver in a month usinga multishift operation. This metric provides a
comparison of robustness in relation to other Lexmark printers and MFPs.
†

Average continuous black or continuous composite CMY declared cartridge yield
up to this number of standard pages in accordance with ISO/IEC 19798.
‡

Actual Yield may vary based on other factors such as device speed, paper size and
feed orientation, toner coverage,tray source, percentage of black-only printing and
average print job complexity
§

Future products
}} Professional color: Both series feature PANTONE®

}} Manageability: The CS920 and CX920 series become an

calibration, embedded color sample pages, and Lexmark

integrated part of an existing Lexmark fleet as soon as you

Color Replacement for easy color matching of spot color

plug them in, with complete fleet management, proactive

and RGB.

diagnostics, and remote firmware upgradeability.

}} Processing and memory: It starts with a 1.2 GHz processor

}} Security: Lexmark’s comprehensive full-spectrum security is

and lets you max out memory at 4 GB (depending on model)

built into every CS920 and CX920 to create not just a safer

to support exceptional imaging speed.

but a more productive environment for these already high-

}} Advanced finishing: Boost your in-house production
capabilities with optional finishing like multi-position
stapling, booklet, saddle stitch and tri-fold.

productivity workhorses.
}} Mobility: It starts with simple printer discovery and mobile
printing from iOS, Android, or Google Cloud devices—plus
scan to mobile and full administration to configure mobile

The Lexmark advantage
Something big is coming to the color 12x18-in. device class.

policies, options and defaults.
}} Accessibility: Integrated voice guidance, standard

Lexmark’s upcoming printers and MFPs in a larger format meet

headphone jack, tiltable op panel, screen magnification

the high-speed, high-capacity, professional-color demands of

with pinch and zoom—it’s all part of Lexmark’s best 12x18-in.

the most challenging enterprise environments. But they do it

series ever, optimizing the productivity of those with varying

all with the combined advantages of Lexmark’s sophisticated

levels of abilities and creating a better user experience for

product thinking and our integrated features and services

all users.

portfolio.
}} Flexibility: Enhance your user experience and productivity
with included solution apps, plus the ability to customize it

}} Integration with Lexmark services: Every CS920 and CX920
series device is fully compatible with key Lexmark services,
from Managed Print Services to Lexmark Print Management.

with optional apps, or even create apps of your own.

The Lexmark beyond ordinary 12x18-in. output is
coming soon.
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